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ABSTRACT
Market Basket Analysis is a data mining technique that is used to determine which products a customer will buy simultaneously by analyzing a list of customer transactions. By knowing these products, an e-commerce system can create or develop a customer profile system and can determine its own customer catalog layout. This journal discusses data mining techniques, with association rules that can help check customer buying behavior and increase sales. The result can provide reference prices for cross selling, designing promotions and placing merchandise in stores increasing sales
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1. Introduction
Many methods are used in data mining, namely estimation, prediction, classification, clustering, association.[1]

The Apriori algorithm is known as the most established and simplest algorithm but requires a long computation time and requires a large memory allocation to search for itemsets. This is due to repeated scanning of the data. This algorithm is used to determine the correlation between the goods that are of interest to consumers stored in the database. After obtaining frequent itemsets, a rule is taken and then analyzes the comparison of execution speed, rule formation process and rule accuracy from the algorithm.[2]

Based on the problems and considerations above, a research can be carried out on the performance of the Apriori algorithm to determine market basket analysis on beauty products and adult clothing with the title "Implementation of Market Basket Analysis using the Apriori Algorithm based on R Language at Clothes Stores".

The research was made by M Jundi Hakim and Yuma Akbar with the research title "MARKET BASKET ANALYSIS USING APRIORI ALGORITHM BASED ON BAHASA R (Transretail Indonesia Case Study)". Market Basket Analysis are processing technique for discovery of relationships between various kinds of goods. The main Objective of the Market Basket Analysis in retail to provide information for distributors to find out the purchasing behaviour of customers, which can assist distributors in creating the right choice. There are various the algorithm is available to conduct market basket analysis. This journal discusses data mining techniques, with association rules that can help examine customer buying behaviour and held increase sales. The results can provide price references for cross selling, designing promotions and a placing merchandise in stores to increase sales.[3]
Further research from Imroatun Qoni’ah and Adhie Thyo Priandika with the research title "BASKETBALL MARKET ANALYSIS TO DETERMINE THE ASSOCIATION OF RULES WITH A PRIORI ALGORITHMS (CASE STUDY: TB. TOWER)". Market Basket Analysis is defined as an itemset that is purchased simultaneously by a customer in a transaction. Besides that, it is also used to analyze the pattern of consumer spending. By utilizing processed sales transaction data to obtain information from the transaction data, TB. The tower is a business that is engaged in the sale of building materials and trading tools, which is located at Punggur, Central Lampung. This store does not yet know the patterns of consumer shopping in the shopping cart. The algorithm used is the a priori algorithm because this algorithm reduces the number of candidate itemsets at the start. From the results of this study, it was found that the best-selling item for 1-itemset was 48% Holcim cement. Items for 2-itemset, namely ceramics and holcim cement by 19%. The association rule is that when consumers buy Asbestos Rubber they will buy Asbestos with a confidence value of 94%. When consumers buy Asbestos they will buy Paku Payu with a confidence value of 88%, When consumers buy ceramic trim, they will buy ceramics with a confidence value of 89%, When consumers buy asbestos, you will buy asbestos rubber with a confidence value of 92%. [4]

From the research made by Thomas Brian and Ardhi Sanwidi with the research title "IMPLEMENTATION OF A PRIORI ALGORITHMS FOR MARKET BASKET ANALYSIS BASED R". More sales transactions hence required a system to generate important information. This innovation will solve many problems in the field of sales marketing and inventory, because the products that are not so salable if paired properly will increase the value of sales. However, looking for associations requires a complicated process because of the problem of large product combinations let alone if the retail business has thousands of products. Apriori is a data mining algorithm to find relationships between items on market basket analysis. By finding the pattern of sales transactions is expected to increase business value. In the process undertaken in this research is implemented using R with a priori function to process data. It starts from reading the dataset until it finds a recommendation from the system that has been created using the function in R. Determine the support, confidence and lift values to find the best itemset for the next sale. Trial that has been done with transaction dataset shows best result on value filter support = 0,1 confidence = 0,8 and lift > 1.[3]

- Knowledge Discovery in Database (KDD) and Data Mining

KDD is not a nontrivial process in extracting implicit data that has not been known before, and has the potential to be useful information (Fayyad, 1996). Nontrivial because some of the searches or inferences involved are not a direct computation of a predefined quantity, such as computation of the mean value of a set of numbers. Finally, these patterns must also be understood and understood, although there is the possibility that they cannot be directly and must go through several processes first

information mining could be a range within the KDD handle which comprises of the application of information examination and revelation calculations, which can be acknowledged inside the limits of computational productivity, coming about in an count of certain designs (or models) of information. The KDD handle includes employing a database amid the determination, beginning handling, subsampling, and change as required.[6]

**Application of Association Methods Using A priori Algorithms In Consumer Shopping Pattern Applications** This ponder was conducted in arrange to form a Advertise Wicker container Examination by utilizing Association Rules. The information utilized within the ponder are the deals information of any general store gotten from the Vancouver Island University website. Information were analyzed within the Weka program employing a information set containing 225 distinctive items. Apmirion and FP Development, which are Affiliation Rules calculations, were attempted in arrange. Since the information set is categorical, the Apriori calculation did not surrender any comes about. Hence, the FP Growth calculation was utilized and the best 10 rules were given concurring to the conviction esteem. The finest run the show in like manner; a client who buys Drain, Sweet Savor and Pepperoni Pizza (Frozen) also gets eggs. Best run the show with 21.06 Conviction and 1 (100%) certainty values are this run the show. 24 clients who received these 3 items within the dataset gotten eggs. Additionally, too other
rules were translated in this consider. As a result, item situation within the grocery store can be made agreeing to these rules. In this way,[11]

Market basket analysis with association rules, Communications in Statistics . Data mining might be a orchestrate inside the KDD handle which comprises of the application of data examination and disclosure calculations, which can be recognized interior the limits of computational efficiency, coming almost in an check of certain plans (or models) of data. The KDD handle incorporates utilizing a database in the midst of the assurance, starting taking care of, subsampling, and alter as required.Consumer buying design investigation utilizing apriori affiliation , Objective:Cross selling examination is an imperative expository instrument within the retail industry. The deals of a retail store can be made strides by deciding the situating of merchandise, and planning deals advancement plans based on item movement. The five month’s charging information sets of a Retail Super Advertise based at Trichy, Tamil Nadu, were considered for the study.

Methodology: The issues of item situating in a well-established retail store are inspected utilizing information mining to recognize the thing sets that are bought frequen.[12]

Association Rule Mining is a data mining designed to discover the real connections of data items in transaction data build on associativity. The technique utilizes the Apriori Algorithm to discover association rules. Furthermore, the Apriori Algorithm widely treated to discover frequent itemsets in transaction data. This study aims to enhance the efficiency of the Apriori Algorithm in the mining of association rule as a reference to identifying mixed item deals as a regular promo to offer to customers build on item frequency of buying. The study shows that Association rule mining implementation through enhanced Apriori Algorithm generates results at a higher performance rate or lesser runtime rate compared with the original Apriori Algorithm, and it helps the organization in selecting customer product deals. Anticipated in business flow, the study produced a list of package items for consumers based on strong rules generated by association rule mining at a lesser runtime rate.[13]

A new optimization model for market basket analysis with allocation considerations: A genetic algorithm solution approach These days advertise wicker container examination is one of the interested investigate ranges of the information mining that has gotten more consideration by analysts. But, most of the related investigate centered on the conventional and heuristic calculations with restricted variables that are not the as it were persuasive variables of the wicker container advertise examination. In this paper to productive modeling and investigation of the showcase wicker container information, the optimization demonstrate is proposed with considering allotment parameter as one of the imperative and useful variables of the offering rate. The hereditary calculation approach is connected to unravel the defined non-linear twofold programming issue and a numerical illustration is utilized to demonstrate the displayed show. The given comes about uncover that the gotten arrangements appear to be more practical and appropriate. [14]

A Study on Market Basket Analysis and Association Mining In this think about, we connected the showcase bushel investigation to plan office format of an entertainment arcade in Surabaya. The issue faces by the beguilement arcade is clients as it were play in certain recreations that causes numerous amusement machines to be sit out of gear. This issue will be troublesome to resolve since of income design has not been recognized. Subsequently, showcase wicker container investigation is connected to know the client behavior in playing the diversions. As the result we proposed two formats. To begin with proposition format will be planned based on amusement sort. This format will classify amusement machines based on advertise bushel examination comes about in each category where each category is free of other category. The free presumption within the first layout is discharged within the moment format proposition. Within the moment format proposition each amusement category is subordinate of other category. As the result, the moment proposition is more likely to be connected, since this course of action does not taken a toll any cash and does not require particular mater.[15]

Designing facility layout of an amusement arcade using market basket analysis In this study, we applied the market basket analysis to design facility layout of an amusement arcade in Surabaya. The problem faces by the amusement arcade is customers only play in certain games that causes many game machines to be idle. This problem will be difficult to resolve because of revenue pattern has not been acknowledged. Therefore, market basket analysis is applied to know the customer behavior in playing the games. As the result we proposed two layouts. First proposal layout will be designed based on game type. This layout will classify game machines based on market basket analysis results in each category.
where each category is independent of other category. The independent assumption in the first layout is released in the second layout proposal. In the second layout proposal each game category is dependent of other category. As the result, the second proposal is more likely to be applied, since this arrangement does not cost any money and does not require specific material handling.[16]

**An untapped gold mine? Exploring the potential of market basket analysis to grow hotel revenue,** International Market Basket Analysis identifies and predicts the purchasing behavior of customers based on the expenditure patterns of all previous customers. While widely applied in retail contexts, its use in hospitality is limited. This paper argues that Market Basket Analysis could increase revenue by enabling hotels to determine the most attractive additional products and services (beyond the room type) to offer new and repeat hotel guests. The method’s potential is illustrated using five years of internal guest sales records from a luxury hotel group in Australia. Findings point to significant opportunities for hotel operators to use existing stored data to better understand purchasing decision patterns that can significantly increase revenue per transaction. Challenges to adoption and future research suggestions are offered[17]

**A, MARKET BASE ANALYSIS IN DROPSHIP BUSINESS WITH APRIORI ALGORITHM IN DETERMINING R-BASED PRODUCT BUNDLING** The union technique will link the statistics the use of a priori (experimental) rules that meet the minimum help necessities, i.E. The aggregate of each object in the database and the reliability necessities. Minimal confidence, that is, the power of the connection among the factors inside the association rule. In this look at, three-month income transaction statistics may be analyzed from dropshippers within the subject of style and beauty product income using a combination method with a priori algorithm to look for patterns. Product grouping statistics. The minimal support values are the 10% and 20% self belief degrees, and with the % feature in which the regular shampoo items grow to be the primary made of the product institution, the 15 strongest product applications of fee are obtained. More desirable over 1.1. [18]

**,Market basket analysis: Complementing association rules with minimum spanning trees** This ponder proposes a strategy of advertise wicker container investigation based on negligible crossing trees, completing the seek for significant affiliation rules among a huge set of rules ordinarily particular to this investigation. Much appreciated to the progressive tree structure of the hypermetric separations of the subdomains of the MST, the combined arrange makes it conceivable to discover solid interdependencies between items of the same sort and to discover items that play a part, is get to, get to or portal to a set of other closely related items. A significant viewpoint of this graph-based strategy is the ease with which item sets and bunches can take promoting activity. Applying our strategy to genuine value-based databases empowers you to: 1. uncover the interdependencies of higher esteem items, 2. uncover tall significance items with get to to another set of items, 3. characterize quality affiliation rules whereas identifying clusters and categorical connections among children’s categories in general stores. Thi.. [19]

**Influence-based approach to market basket analysis** In this article, we propose an approach to market basket analysis based on the notion of social influence. While traditional market basket analysis looks for combinations of products that frequently co-occur in transactions, we seek to find a set of influential products that, if bought by a customer, will increase the sales volume of the shop. We believe that customers who purchase influential products would also be influenced to purchase other products. We validated our approach with two real-world datasets collected from online shoppings and one dataset collected from a supermarket concluding that influential products identified by our approach increase the influence spread with respect to different baselines: best-selling, highest centrality, frequent sequence initiator, and most promoted products.[20]

**Penerapan Algoritma Apriori untuk Market Basket Analysis** Data mining methods nowadays can offer assistance commerce proprietors to extend deals of their items. One well-known method is affiliation investigation. Affiliation investigation points to discover connections between things obtained
by clients. This kind of affiliation investigation is commonly known as advertise bushel investigation. Advertise bushel examination employs client information that has been put away on the base to
discover unused data in it. A priori calculation is an calculation for doing showcase bushel investigation, which points to discover the things that are most regularly acquired. This a priori calculation produces an affiliation run the show that’s advantageous for trade individuals. To select the most grounded affiliation run the show, it is fundamental to calculate the lift proportion. By calculating the elevator proportion of each affiliation run the show, you’ll discover the substantial and most grounded affiliation rules. By conducting affiliation examination, it can be seen that client information can be utilized as input for commerce proprietors to decide deals procedures for their business.[21]

Characteristics of Tourist Sources in Coastal Tourism Market Based on Cluster Examination At show, the commonly utilized strategies of highlight investigation of tourism sources in coastal tourism showcase with enormous information have destitute clustering degree of information highlight classification, so the inquire about on the characteristics of traveler sources in coastal tourism showcase based on cluster investigation is proposed. This paper partitions the visitor sources into diverse bunches with comparable traits or comparative relations. In selection of the objective work minimization methodology, the division and clustering of the traveler characteristics are completed. After it, the visitor source characteristic information is conducted by the closest neighbor engendering characteristic optimization clustering, so as to analyze the visitor source characteristics of the coastal tourism advertise. The recreation try is planned and compared with the clustering degree of highlight classification after enormous information preparing, demonstrating the investigate viability.[22]

A Market-Based Analysis on Small and Medium Business Strategies in Bogor This have a look at targets to fill the prevailing gap, particularly that the right education model may be advanced for MSME trainees so that they have a competitive advantage. Applying the MSME education model to sustainable Ciomas footwear can be completed in an integrated, targeted and targeted, marketplace-primarily based way. Using qualitative strategies, we recognise that the attributes of the production process, manufacturing device, production manage, buildings and centers, markets, exceptional standardization, commercial enterprise control Sales, finance and promotion have average overall performance. In this example, based on MSMEs perceptions of shoes, the performance degree is at the medium scale, while the expectations degree is on the excessive scale. [23]

A survey-based analysis of the academic job market, eLife Numerous postdoctoral analysts take after for college positions knowing moderately small approximately the enlisting way or what is needed to secure a errand offer. To manage with this need of understanding roughly the contracting way we performed a overview of candidates for staff positions: the study ran among May 2018 and May 2019, and procured 317 reactions. We analyzed the reactions to investigate the interaction among various academic measurements and enlisting impacts. We concluded that, over a positive edge, the benchmarks verifiably utilized to degree thinks about fulfillment – comprising of financing, number of distributions or diaries distributed in – had been incapable to totally separate candidates with and without work gives. Respondents too expressed that the enlisting strategy got to be superfluously stressing, time-ingesting, and lost in comments, notwithstanding of result. Our discoveries advocate that there’s monster scope to improve the straightforwardness of the contracting handle.[24]

A new optimization model for market basket analysis with allocation considerations: A genetic algorithm solution approach , These days, advertise bushel investigation is one of the energizing inquire about ranges of data mining that has gotten more prominent consideration from analysts. But most extreme pertinent thinks about has focused on on conventional calculations and heuristic calculations with confining components not being the as it were affecting variables in wicker container advertise assessment. In this article to effectively show and look at the advertise bushel data, the optimization adaptation is proposed through considering the attribution parameter as one of the imperative and effective components of the wage proportion. A hereditary calculation method is connected to resolve the issue of non-linear twofold programming, and a numerical example is utilized to demonstrate the advertised form. The results given appear that the arrangements procured appear more prominent sensible and significant. [24]
Market Basket Analysis

Market Basket Analysis is a method or technique that is often used and the most useful for the marketing environment. The purpose of this Market Basket Analysis is to determine which products customers buy at the same time, where the name of this method is taken from the customer's habit of putting their goods in a basket or into a shopping list (market basket) [2]. Knowing which products to buy simultaneously can be of great help to traders or other companies. A store can also use this information to place frequently sold products together in an area or category [7].

The advantage of using the Market Basket Analysis method is that besides being able to find out which products were purchased simultaneously, this method can use the information generated to reorder products for two or more products at the same time. This method can also be useful for top-level managers to be able to view purchase data from customers, so that they can know which ones are regular customers or who make the most purchases.

Apriori Algorithm

Apriori algorithm is easy to execute and very simple, is used to mine all frequent itemsets in database. [8] The algorithm makes many searches in database to find frequent itemsets where k-itemsets are used to generate k+1-itemsets. Each k-itemset must be greater than or equal to minimum support threshold to be frequency. Otherwise, it is called candidate itemsets. In the first, the algorithm scan database to find frequency of 1-itemsets that contains only one item by counting each item in database. The frequency of 1-itemsets is used to find the itemsets in 2-itemsets which in turn is used to find 3-itemsets and so on until there are not any more k-itemsets. International Journal on Natural Language Computing (IJNLC) Vol. 3, No.1, February 2014 23 If an itemset is not frequent, any large subset from it is also non-frequent [1]; this condition prune from search space in database.

Association Rules

The availability of databases regarding the purchase transaction records of customers of a supermarket or another place, has led to the development of techniques that automatically find product associations or items stored in the database. An example is data about transactions in supermarkets. Transaction data lists all items purchased by a customer in a single purchase transaction. Managers want to know whether a group of items is always bought together. These managers can use this information to create supermarket layouts, so that the arrangement of these items can be optimal for each other or for promotional purposes, buyer segmentation, product cataloging, or viewing shopping patterns. The association rule wants to provide this information in the form of an "if-then" or "if-then" relationship computed from probabilistic data. [9] The idea of the association rule is to examine all possible if-then relationships between items and choose only the most likely ones as indicators of the relationship using the minimum support that the user has determined.

Eclat (Equivalence Class Transformation)

The Eclat algorithm performs frequent itemset searches from datasets. The Eclat algorithm introduced by Zaki, Parthasarathy, Ogihara, & Li (1997) is an algorithm that groups the same items...
based on certain criteria into classes (Equivalence class). The same class is obtained from partitions of a set.
classes in the Eclat algorithm are built with prefix-based classes. The Eclat algorithm has a faster process, because the dataset will be presented in the vertical format of the dataset. [10]

- Programming Language R

R (also known as GNU S) is a programming language and software for statistical and graphical analysis. The R language has now become the de facto standard among statisticians for statistical software development, and is widely used for statistical software development and data analysis.

2. Method

In this research activity we divide it into 4 stages, namely:

![Fig. 2. Tahapan penelitian](image)

Beginning with data collection, the dataset uses clothes shop data with interview techniques. Then data transformation is used to process data before the data mining process stage performs R programming. Then the a priori algorithm implementation at this stage uses Market Basket Analysis with a priori algorithm using R programming language. The last one evaluating the results is evaluating and checking the results to match what is specified.

2.1. Data collection

In data collection, we use the direct interview technique to the clothes shop owner because the clothes shop does not have a database system because the sales are still manual, even though in one marketplace the data system is still integrated into the marketplace system. From the interview, there are 3,450 transaction data and 69 items which we are ready to process into a dataset in TSV format.
2.2. Data Transformation

In the data transformation stage, we create a data frame to facilitate data processing in R programming, the steps are as follows: It can be saved in .tsv format and then converted to data.frame to make it easier to process data in R language.

With the instructions in the R programming language, you can:

- Library (arules) Library (tidyverse)
- transaction read.transactions (file = "C:\Users\isuta\Downloads\transaksi_dqlab_retail.tsv", format = "single", sep = \\t", cols = c (1,2), skip = 1)
- print (transaction)
- data_item <- itemFrequency (transaction, type = "absolute")
- data_item <- sort (data_item, decreasing = TRUE)
- data_item <- data.frame ("Product Name" = names (data_item), "Amount" = data_item, row.names = NULL)
- print (data_item).

Fig. 3. clothes shop sales
Fig. 4. read transaction files to R programming

From processing the data it is known: 3450 transactions with 69 items. Frame transaction data
2.3. Implementation of the Apriori Algorithm

Technically, the a priori algorithm will look for the level of association between items in many combinations of data groups automatically. This combination can also be arranged with an association rule "If you buy this product A, you will buy product B", so this algorithm is categorized as Association Rules in the realm of machine learning. The transformed dataset is then read with Apriori's instructions which are available in Programming R by determining the minimum support, confident and lift. The following is a datamining design flowchart that is used as follows:

![Fig. 5. Flowchart Diagram](image)

3. Results and Discussion

The transformed dataset is then read with Apriori's instructions which are available in Programming R by determining the minimum support, confident and lift. Our first step is to display a matrix of transactions with the command in R to see the distribution of items across transactions with the code program.

```r
transaction <- read.transactions(file = "C:/Users/isuta/Downloads/transaksi_dqlab_retail.tsv", format = "single", sep = "\t", cols = c(1,2), skip = 1)
```

- transaction @ data
- itemFrequencyPlot (transaction)
- Item Distribution Matrix.
Explanation of the results:

- 69 X 3450 means that there are 69 items and 3450 transactions
- [1,] and [3450,] represent index of each item in transaction
- Period symbol . indicates the item is not in the transaction.
- Straight line symbol | indicates that the item is in the transaction.

From the graph and metrix, we can analyze the associations between products with a priori algorithms that already exist in R language programming by determining the minimum support and confidence.

Here we define the parameters:

- Support: 0.1 which is a 10% occurrence rate.
- Confidence: 0.5 which is 50% of the support value for all transactions.
- `transaction <- read.transactions(file = "C:\Users\isuta\Downloads\transaksi_dqlab_retail.tsv", format = "single", sep = \"\t\", cols = c(1,2), skip = 1)

```r
> mba <- a priori(transactions, parameters = list(supp = 0.1, confidence = 0.5)).
```
From the results of the a priori algorithm, there are 53 association rules, of the 53 we inspect them to look for strong associations.

- Inspect rule associations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Rule Description</th>
<th>Support</th>
<th>Confidence</th>
<th>Lift</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>(Refined, Sarja)</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>18.34</td>
<td>698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>(Refined, Sarja)</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>18.34</td>
<td>698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>(Refined, Sarja)</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>18.34</td>
<td>698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>(Refined, Sarja)</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>18.34</td>
<td>698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>(Refined, Sarja)</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>18.34</td>
<td>698</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Of the 53 rules, we will re-sort them into 5 rules which are closely related between products by sorting the amount of support.

- Code Program:

```r
inspect(sort(rules, by = 'support')[1:5])
```

Before we conclude the strongest association, we use a comparison algorithm, the Eclat Algorithm. The results of the Eclat Algorithm in the R programming language with a minimum support of 0.1 are the same as the a priori algorithm, namely.

```r
rules = eclat(data = transaksi, parameter = list(support = 0.1, minlen = 2))
```
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3.1. Evaluation of Results

In the final step, we evaluate the results of processing the data so that it becomes the following information:

- Know the 5 association rules that can be used as information.
- Know 2 strong association rules and can be recommended for information on promotional items.
- Recommended special package products, namely regular shampoo with vitamin serum.
- Display on the ecomerse by recommending the usual shampoo with women's batik clothes.
- We can package products that are not selling well with items that are selling well so that we can control inventory.

The results of the eclat algorithm are almost the same as the priori algorithm. However, the lack of the Eclat algorithm cannot determine the values of confident and lift.
• Know the pattern of product combinations from sales data with a lot of available information.

4. Conclusion
In this paper, based on the results of this study it can be concluded that:
• Know the association rules that can be used as information.
• Comparing other algorithms with a priori algorithms.
• Contains special package product recommendations.
• Can be displayed on the ecomerce by recommending goods that have a strong association.
• We can package products that are not selling well with items that are selling well so that we can control inventory
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